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Fig．　5　Separation　efficiencyFig．　6　Separation　efficiency　versus　flux　ratio
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5．　CONCLUSION
Fig．　7　L””entrifugal　separation　efficiency
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　　　We　constructed　new　small　hydrgcyclone　which　has　a　perforated　inner　cylinder．　Two　types　of　inner
cylinder　were　made，　i．e．　the　one　has　39．50／o　void　fraction　of　the　perforated　surface　（　type　1）　and　the
other　has　73．5％void丘action　（、type■）．　We　tested　their　perforrnance　together　with　the
conventional　Cyclone，　and　obtained　the　following　results　：
（1）　The　air　core　which　appears　at　the　center　of　the　conventional　cyclone　disappeats　in　both　type　1　and
ll　．　Consequently，　the　fiow　rate　at　the　downstream　exit　increases　for　type　1　and　ll　compared　with　the
conventional　cyclone．
（2）　The　pressure　loss　decreases　about　300／e　for　type　1　and　330／o　for　type　ll　compared　with　the
conventional　one．
（3）　The　new　cyclone　with　inner　cylinder　have　better　separation　efficiency　compared　with　the
conventional　one．
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